We simultaneously probe the molecular structure and the symmetry of valence electronic orbital of an anisotropic atomic-molecular complex of ArCO by tracing its three-body Coulomb breakup following triple ionization in a phase-controlled elliptically polarized two-color pulse. The geometry of ArCO is found to be tilted T shaped, where the angle between the covalent and van der Waals bonds is 65
I. INTRODUCTION
The intermolecular force is significant in both forming matter in the condensed phase by holding individual molecules together and guiding chemical reactions of approaching molecules. The study of the van der Waals (vdW) complex composed of a rare-gas atom and a heteronuclear diatomic molecule leads to the fundamental understanding of the anisotropic intermolecular interaction. To that end, a primary step is the knowledge of the molecular geometry and the electronic orbital of the anisotropic atom-molecule complex, which is also crucial to understand its physical and chemical properties as well as the interaction potential-energy surface.
The molecular geometry can be probed by using the x-ray diffraction [1] , rotational and vibrational spectroscopes [2] [3] [4] , Coulomb explosion imaging [5] [6] [7] [8] , the laser-driven electron recollision or diffraction [9] [10] [11] , or it can be predicted by quantum chemical calculations [12] [13] [14] . Most intuitively the Coulomb explosion of the multiply charged molecular ion following the sudden stripping of several electrons directly images the molecular geometry. On the other hand, the molecular orbital can be probed by using the molecularorientation-dependent ionization rate [15, 16] or by scanning tunneling microscopy [17] . The angular dependence of strongfield ionization rates is predicted, for example, by molecular Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (MO-ADK) theory [18] . Experimentally phase-controlled few-cycle [19, 20] or two-color laser pulses [21] [22] [23] [24] have been used as tools to study the orientation dependence of the strong-field ionization rate.
In this paper, we use these recently developed strongfield tools to probe the anisotropic atomic-molecular vdW complex ArCO for which even the structure is not known exactly [3, 13, 14] . We break the complex by triple ionization in a phase-controlled elliptically polarized two-color pulse and image both the Coulomb explosion which gives us the molecular geometry and the directional fragmentation which reveals the orbital symmetry. It serves as a prototype system for the investigation of the anisotropic intermolecular interaction [14, 25, 26] and has been studied for many decades since * jwu@phy.ecnu.edu.cn its experimental observation [2] . Most of the effort is to determine its geometry and the interaction potential-energy surface [27] . Both the infrared or microwave spectroscopy measurements [3, 4] and the associated quantum chemical simulations [12] [13] [14] indicate an approximately T-shaped configuration of ArCO. However, not even for the bond angle between the covalent and vdW bonds has a consensus been achieved. Various bond angles ranging from 49
• to 117
• [3, [12] [13] [14] 26, 27] have been anticipated for ArCO, which was even proposed to be very floppy [9, 14, 27] . Here, we image the geometry of ArCO by exploding the complex in an intense laser field, and find a bond angle of 65
• with oxygen pointing towards argon. The symmetry of the ionizing orbitals at the CO site is simultaneously probed by tracing the laser phase-dependent directional dissociation of the contained CO subunit. Our results directly show the anisotropic intermolecular interaction between a rare-gas atom and a heteronuclear diatomic molecule. It meanwhile provides a benchmark for quantum calculations and is significant to refine the potential-energy surface calculations.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We performed the experiments in a cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) reaction microscope [28] , where the fragment ions from a laser induced multiple ionization of the ArCO complex were measured in coincidence. The triple-ionization-induced three-body breakup channel ArCO → Ar + + C + + O + + 3e, which we will refer to as ArCO(1,1,1), was used for simultaneous probing of the molecular geometry and orbital. The phase-controlled elliptically polarized two-color pulse was generated in a collinear scheme driven by a linearly polarized femtosecond laser pulse from a Ti:sapphire laser system (35 fs, 790 nm, 8 kHz) as detailed in Ref. [24] , which was used to simultaneously probe the geometry and orbital of ArCO. In other words, probing both geometry and orbital asymmetry of ArCO complex has been performed in a single measurement under the same experimental conditions. By using a concave mirror (f = 7.5 cm) inside the chamber, the laser pulse was focused onto a supersonic beam where ArCO was generated by coexpanding a gas mixture of CO and Ar through a 30-μm nozzle. The intensities of the fundamental-wave (FW) and second-harmonic (SH) components in the interaction region were estimated to be 7.6 × 10 14 and 3.4 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , respectively.
III. GEOMETRY PROBING
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we measure the angle (Ar,CO),mea between the final momenta but we aim at determining the bond angle (Ar,CO) between the bond axes. To obtain the bond angle, we first identify those events where the fragmentation is direct and not sequential with intermediate rotation of metastable fragments, and second we use a moleculardynamics simulation to retrieve the bond angle from the final momenta. We calculate the angle (Ar,CO),mea = cos
The observed ArCO(1,1,1) channel can be created through either direct explosion after sudden stripping of three electrons at the equilibrium configuration or sequentially by first creating Ar + and a metastable CO 2+ in the laser pulse and then the intermediate CO 2+ dissociates later into C + and O + . As previously demonstrated in Refs. [29, 30] , the post-pulse dissociation of the intermediate molecular ion usually concurs with its rotation which smears out the initial orientation of the molecular bonds. Therefore, to retrieve the equilibrium bond angle (Ar,CO) of the complex, the ArCO(1,1,1) events of direct three-body breakup must be discriminated from the sequential process.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the direct (labeled as region D) and sequential (labeled as region S) processes can be clearly separated in the kinetic-energy-release (KER) distribution of Ar as compared to the direct case where the positive point charges localize at the separated C + and O + rather than their center of mass. The higher KER (C+,O+) for the events in region D from direct breakup as compared to those in region S from sequential process is consistent with the observations of the dissociation of CO 2+ following the K-shell photonionization of CO monomer [29] , where the direct dissociation from a steep repulsive potential curve through vertical population led to a high KER and the rotation accompanied stepwise dissociation resulted in a low KER of the (C + ,O + ) pair. The ring structure (labeled with a red dashed circle) of the Newton diagram in Fig. 2(b) clearly maps the rotation of the long-lived intermediate CO 2+ before its dissociation in the sequential breakup process. In the Newton diagram, the magnitudes of the momenta of
, are normalized to the magnitude of p Ar+ (labeled with an orange arrow) which points to the right with a length of unity. In the sequential breakup process, the Ar + departs from CO 2+ in the first step and is independent of the subsequent rotation and dissociation of CO 2+ . Its momentum p Ar+ or KER Ar+ is governed by the Coulomb repulsion between the ion of the (Ar + , CO 2+ ) pair produced in the first step and reflects the instantaneous distance between them at the ionization moment. It corresponds to a concentrated flat line in the Dalitz plot [31] as shown in Fig. 2(c) , where the coordinates are defined as Ar+ 
By assuming a pure Coulomb potential for repulsive interaction in the first-step generated (Ar + ,CO 2+ ) pair, the equilibrium distance from Ar to the center of mass of the CO subunit, R (Ar,CO) as shown in Fig. 1 , is classically estimated to be ∼4.0Å based on the measured KER Ar+ = 2.9 eV from the sequential breakup.
One of our main interests is in the bond angle (Ar,CO) , which we now try to obtain from the direct breakup of ArCO(1,1,1) after sudden stripping of three electrons in its equilibrium configuration. As shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) , it corresponds to the concentrated distribution almost perpendicular to p Ar+ outside the sequential ring, according to a rapid explosion of (C + ,O + ) pair in the presence of Ar + in the direct breakup process. As shown in Fig. 2(d) , the distribution of C + and O + are slightly tilted with O + being closer to Ar + , indicating an anisotropic intermolecular interaction between CO and Ar in forming the ArCO complex. This tilted distribution corresponds to an asymmetric distribution of the crossing angle (Ar,CO),mea as shown in Fig. 3(a) , whose statistical centroid is (Ar,CO),mea = 86.4
• . We note that the axial recoil approximation may not be satisfied for retrieving bond orientation for multibond breaking of polyatomic molecules. In the case of the vdW complex composed of a homonuclear diatomic molecule and a rare-gas atom, such as ArN 2 , the classical simulations show that the Coulomb repulsion of the fragment ions ends with an observed crossing angle tending to 90
• even for an initialized bond angle that deviates from 90
• . This deviation between the real bond angle and the observed crossing angle becomes even stronger when an anisotropic interaction is involved, such as for ArCO. In general, the connection between the bond angle and the observed angle between the fragment momenta also depends on the detailed potential curve on which it dissociates. As demonstrated in Ref. [29] , CO 2+ with KER (C+,O+) above 10.2 eV dissociates on the purely repulsive curve of 3 − [32, 33] for the events in the direct breakup region. This potential-energy curve deviates from the pure Coulomb potential curve 1/R at short internuclear distance [see Fig. 3(b) ]. We retrieved the initial bond angle from our measured final-state fragment momenta by an iterative initial configuration search algorithm based on a classical molecular-dynamics simulation of the fragmentation. In the optimization procedure we monitor the calculated total KER of the fragment ions, KER (C+,O+) , and KER Ar+ so that their mismatch from the experimental values is less than 1%. We perform our molecular-dynamics simulation with two alternative potentials for the CO 2+ , the 3 − potential curve which is known to govern the dissociation, and a 1/R potential, which is not realistic for the CO 2+ states most probably populated in our laser pulse, but which serves as the most extreme case for comparison. For the realistic 3 − potential curve, the observed crossing angle (Ar,CO),mea of 86.4
• corresponds to a real bond-angle (Ar,CO) of 65
• with R (Ar,CO) = 3.9Å and R (C,O) = 1.27Å. For the 1/R potential we obtain a bond angle of 57
• as indicated by the red dashed line in Fig. 3(c) . Both values lie in the range of the pioneering spectroscopy measurements [3, 4, 27] and quantum simulations [9] [10] [11] . We do not consider the latter value of 57
• realistic and show it here only for comparison. With respect to the spectroscopic measurements [3, 4] , the coincidently measured momenta of the fragment ions presented in this work clearly image the geometry of ArCO, which will help to refine the potential-energy surface calculation.
IV. ORBITAL PROBING
We now discuss the symmetry of the electronic orbitals and ask if the presence of Ar will change the axial symmetry of the outmost orbitals of CO in the ArCO complex. We address this question by tracing the laser phase-dependent directional emission of the (C + ,O + ) pair from the direct breakup of ArCO (1, 1, 1) and compare it to the CO molecule which is also present in our jet and hence measured simultaneously. As schematically shown in Fig. 1 , bound by the weak vdW force, the orbitals of ArCO localize around the Ar and CO sites, which allow us to individually probe the orbitals of the contained CO subunit. In strong laser fields, the tunneling rate of the electron from atoms and molecules strongly depends on the ionization potential. Besides a few percent of vdW complex, most of the jet is composed of the Ar and CO monomers. Based on the measured ion yields of Ar + and CO in the same experiment, we estimate that the single ionization probability of CO is about two orders of magnitude higher than that of Ar. It is in accord with the fact that the single ionization potential of CO (I p ∼ 14.0 eV) is lower than that of Ar (I p ∼ 15.7 eV). For ArCO, the first electron is hence most likely to be freed from the CO site rather than from Ar. The Ar site will most probably still be neutral at the time the CO subunit is ionized during the pulse and hence will not alter the CO ionization step. We continuously vary the phase of the two-color laser pulse φ, i.e., the difference between the FW and SH components, from 0 to π by scanning the insert thickness of a fused silica wedge pair in the beam line. The changing of φ alters the field maximum of the elliptically polarized twocolor pulse along its major axis (along y in our laboratory coordinate system), which points to + y and − y for φ = 0 and π , respectively. We accurately determine the phase φ of the elliptically polarized two-color pulse by tracing the rotating-field streaked momentum of the released electron or its recoil on the correlated ion [24] . Figure 4 • cone around the y axis). It shows almost the same phase dependence as the directional emission of C + from the double ionization of CO monomer as shown in Fig. 4(b) , CO → C + + O + + 2e, which is labeled CO(1,1), measured simultaneously in the same experiment. It is ruled by the asymmetric profile of the ionizing orbital [34] . Our experiment shows that the symmetry of the outmost orbitals at the CO site of ArCO is very similar to that of the free CO molecule.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, by using phased-controlled elliptically polarized two-color femtosecond laser pulses, we have simultaneously probed the geometrical structure and the symmetry of valence orbital of an anisotropic polyatomic complex composed of a rare-gas atom and a heteronuclear diatomic molecule. Our results clearly imaged the tilted T-shaped geometry of the ArCO complex. Additionally, it has been found that argon has neglecting weak influence on the symmetry of the outmost CO orbital in this complex. Thus, the phase-controlled two-color pulse induced strong-field multiple ionization alternatively provides an approach to simultaneously probe the geometry and orbital of polyatomic molecules.
